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COVID-19 safety plan
Use this template to document how your organization will keep volunteers and other people
safe at your theatre during the COVID-19 pandemic. How to develop your COVID-19 safety plan:
A guide for Ontario workplaces explains what you should think about and gives examples to
help you come up with your plan.

Organization details
Organization: Bloor West Village Players

Developed by: Bill Hammond

Date completed: March 22, 2021

Others consulted: Anne Harper, Bridget
Jankowski, Theresa Arneaud, Village Players
Board

Date distributed: March 22, 2021
Revision date: March 22, 2021

This plan describes the safety procedures put in place to accommodate volunteer activity,
including, but not limited to, maintenance and rehearsals, carried out in the theatre by
volunteers, the Board and their agents (e.g. maintenance workers), as and when permitted by
Provincial and City lockdown status (i.e. when in Grey zone or better). It will be extended to
cover additional procedures related to dealing with the public prior to re-opening.
The plan is the responsibility of the Board COVID Coordinator, Bill Hammond, and is approved
by the Board.
In this document all instances of the terms “company” and “business” have been replaced by
organization; all instances of “worker” have been replaced by “volunteer”, all instances of
“workplace” have been replaced by “theatre”, and all instances of “client” by “patron”.
Provide as much information in response to each question as possible. This will help your
volunteers and other people to know exactly what to do and what to expect.
The final page will help you create a snapshot version of your plan to post in the theatre. This
can act as a reference for volunteers and let others who come into your theatre know what you
are doing to help keep everyone in your theatre safe.
The COVID-19 pandemic is an evolving situation – review your plan regularly and make changes
as required. Refer to the Ontario government’s COVID-19 website for up-to-date information.
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1. How will you ensure all volunteers know how and are able to
keep themselves safe from exposure to COVID-19?
Consider: What guidance will you need to provide? How will you share information? Do you
need new or more frequent types of communication? Where will you update yourself on new
COVID-19 guidance?
Example: Ensure our procedures are up to date by a daily review of Ministry of Health
guidance.
Actions:


The Board COVID Coordinator reviews current legislative requirements at least monthly
in advance of the Board meeting and will advise the Board of any changed requirements
and will update the documentation as required, subject to Board approval.



The current approved version of the Safety Plan will be made available on the Village
Players website and at the lobby front desk.



The Board Member organising any work involving in volunteers is required to inform
those volunteers of our procedures and to stress to them that participation is voluntary
(see Measures we’re taking to protect volunteers).



Key procedures are summarized on the Sign-in sheet (see Appendix I – Village Players
Sign-in Sheet)



COVID signage is posted on the front doors and in the lobby, washrooms and other
areas deemed sensitive.
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2. How will you screen for COVID-19?
Consider: How you will stay current about what symptoms to look for? Will you use a screening
checklist? Who will do the screening? Who needs to be screened and how often?
Example: To find out if volunteers are well when they come to work, we will ask each volunteer
basic questions about their physical health and symptoms using the provincial list of COVID-19
symptoms.
Actions:


Active screening: Before letting volunteers into the building, a Board Member will ask
each volunteer to answer the questions from the Toronto COVID Screening Tool (see
Appendix II Toronto Screening Tool).



Passive screening: Each visitor, including building maintenance let in by the landlord, will
be asked to sign in including confirming that they meet all the criteria of the Toronto
COVID Screening Tool (see Appendix I – Village Players Sign-in Sheet)



The Board COVID Coordinator will check at least monthly before the monthly Board
meeting to confirm that the City and Provincial screening tool have not been updated.
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3. How will you control the risk of transmission in your
theatre?
Include how you will maximize distance and separation, reduce transmission from surfaces and
objects, and support good hand and respiratory hygiene.
Consider: What engineering and administrative controls will you use? What changes will you
make? Who needs to be in the theatre? How will you gather volunteer ideas about different
ways of working?
Example: We have a new policy that limits time in the kitchen to 10 minutes, we have created a
new outdoor break area in our parking lot and have changed how we schedule shifts and
breaks.
Actions:


We are minimising use of the theatre by conducting all meetings, auditions and
preliminary rehearsals via Zoom.



We are using an electronic calendar to ensure that the theatre is not accidentally used
for multiple purposes on the same day.



We are requiring physical distancing where practical along with wearing masks (except
performers on stage or volunteers working in complete isolation).



We are casting our plays using an entire cast that bubbles together, so that on stage
proximity does not create additional health risk. In practice, this means two-person
casts featuring life partners.



We are posting City and Provincial handwashing guidelines.



We are requiring that the organizer of each event clean up and sanitize surfaces at the
end of the day (see Measures we’re taking to protect volunteers).



We are only permitting one person at a time to operate in the Booth or other restricted
spaces. Not only must they clean up and sanitize after themselves, but no-one else, who
is not in their personal bubble, shall enter the space until the next day, as it is believed
that the coronavirus will only survive on most surfaces or in the air for a few hours (see
Measures we’re taking to protect volunteers).



We are banning eating and drinking with other volunteers on the premises (see
Measures we’re taking to protect volunteers).



We encourage volunteers to suggest other areas where our practices may fall short.
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4. What will you do if there is a potential case, or suspected
exposure to, COVID-19 at your theatre?
Consider: What is the contact information for your local public health unit? What are your
isolation procedures? How will you gather theatre contact information for public health contact
tracing?
Example: We have designated a safe isolation area in the theatre and created a checklist with
the procedures of what to do if some gets sick at work, including key contact numbers.
Actions:


We are gathering contact information through a sign-in sheet (see Appendix I – Village
Players Sign-in Sheet) which requests the contact info required by the City of Toronto
(i.e. name, date, time, email address or phone number). This will be shared only with
Toronto Public Health as necessary.



Building Management has been asked to ensure that all visitors, including management
and contractors, sign-in as well.



The Board COVID Coordinator is responsible for ensuring an adequate supply of sign-in
sheets in the lobby and for periodically removing those more than 30 days old and
shredding them.



If a visitor self identifies as possibly infected (answers Yes to any of the Provincial
questions) either at the theatre, or later, then they will be asked to leave (if at the
theatre) and to follow City procedures (get tested and self-isolate until confirmed
negative or out of quarantine period).
o No further action will be taken unless that person (or Toronto Public Health)
reports to us that they have tested positive.



When a report is made of a positive test, the contacted Board Member shall ask for key
details (when did symptoms start, when was test, with whom do you recall coming into
contact at the theatre up to one week before earlier of symptoms or test) and share it
with the Board COVID coordinator and the Board Health and Safety Officer (Emma
Borsa), who will determine with that Board member whether the person reporting has
been in the theatre when they were potentially infectious:
o In the week before they noticed symptoms/were tested (or reported illness to
Board if not known);
o At any point in the two weeks following notification.
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In the event of a positive case who has been in the theatre while possibly infectious:
o The Board COVID Coordinator or another board member shall tell the individual
that they will be informing everyone else who has been in the theatre around
this time that someone has tested positive for COVID, and shall seek permission
from the individual to identify them by name, because others are likely to guess
who it is.
The Board COVID Coordinator or another Board member shall contact all logged
contacts within the relevant period, and advise them they may have been
infected, to get tested and to not return to the theatre until they have satisified
city requirements (see Appendix III Toronto COVID Decision Flowchart). The
notification to volunteers shall only identify the person if they have given
consent.
o The Board COVID Coordinator shall inform all other Board members of the next
date at which that person will have met City isolation requirements and next be
allowed into the theatre.
o Each Board Member who is responsible for an activity involving the infected
volunteer shall determine whether to change any plans in the interim,
considering the unique circumstances and dependence on the individual, and
shall inform the Board of their decision. As always, the Board member shall
ensure volunteers should feel comfortable to withdraw at any point from an
activity they think might be unsafe.



If a positive test is reported to a Board member by Toronto Public Health, then that
Board member shall liaise with the Board COVID Coordinator and Health and Safety
Officer to ensure all requested information is provided to the City and all requested
follow-up carried out.



In the event that two or more positive cases that have been in the theatre are reported
within any consecutive 14 days, the Board COVID Coordinator shall notify Toronto Public
Health using the City’s COVID Workplace Reporting Tool
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5. How will you manage any new risks caused by changes to
the way you operate your organization?
Consider: With volunteers, review existing critical risks and whether work practice changes will
affect your current risk management strategy. Are any new risks introduced due to changes in
volunteer numbers or work practices? What new risk controls are required?
Example: We will establish regular check-ins with volunteers about how they’re coping with the
change to shift work.
Actions:


New risks will be addressed through consultation with the Board



At present, the following risks and mitigation strategies have been identified:
Risk

Mitigation

Volunteer catches COVID at the theatre

Only permitted close contact is between
actors, mitigated by only casting those
already in a bubble.
Physical distancing/masking/cleaning
addresses risks for others

Inadequate ventilation

We are addressing ventilation prior to
public re-opening, however the number
of volunteers envisaged means that the
ventilation is not a major risk before then.

Volunteer retention

Outreach through Zoom plays, filming
and mask manufacture/distribution

Risk of 2021/2022 season requiring
COVID restrictions

Planning to extend this Safety Plan and
implement additional measures three
months before opening with a season of
limited cast/crew/house plays (i.e. start in
June for planned September open)
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6. How will you make sure your plan is working?
Consider: How often will you schedule a review of your plan? How will you get input and ideas
from volunteers and patrons? Who is responsible for evaluating how things are working and for
adapting the plan as you find better/easier ways to do things? How will you communicate
changes?
Example: We will set up a weekly meeting between the CEO and the health and safety
representative.
Actions:


The monthly Board meeting includes an update on COVID procedures, at which point
any issues with current processes are discussed;



The Board has agreed to review existing procedures and extend to cover inclusion of
productions and patrons in the theatre three months prior to the anticipated opening of
an indoor season (i.e. in June should we anticipate opening in September);



Changes to the procedures will be communicated via the Village Players website and by
directly informing volunteers who are actually working in the theatre (a very limited
number) through the Board “producer” of the initiative on which they are engaged.



The Board COVID Coordinator is the owner of this document and is responsible for
making changes and obtaining Board approval prior to implementation.
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COVID-19 safety plan – snapshot
This snapshot can be posted in a place where it can be seen easily so your volunteers, patrons
and other people entering the theatre will know what actions are being taken.
Organization name:

Bloor West Village Players

Date completed:

March 22, 2021

Revision date:

March 22, 2021

Measures we’re taking to protect volunteers


The Board member organizing volunteers or others visiting the theatre must:
o Communicate procedures to all others, including health risk and that
participation is voluntary;
o Ask all others screening questions on arrival and require sign-in/out with hand
sanitization first;
o Sanitize used surfaces at end of visit;
o Avoid simultaneous use of theatre by booking visit in new online calendar;
o People must maintain 6’ physical distancing where practical, and where not
practical (e.g. passing in a corridor, carrying furniture) must be masked;
o People should be encouraged to wear a mask, however it is not required if you
are on stage rehearsing or can maintain a 6’ distance from others;
o If an individual believes they do not need to wear a mask (per provincial
legislation, there are legitimate reasons for this but privacy requirements mean
you cannot question this) then the Board member shall ensure that all others on
the project are aware of this and comfortable with it, otherwise it may not be
possible to accommodate the individual without a mask as a volunteer on that
project.



If Board members or others visit the theatre on their own, we recommend that they
wear a mask while in the theatre, but it is not a rule. They still must sign in, self-screen
and sanitize after themselves. And of course, if they are ill, they should not enter.



All use of the theatre that involves more than one person at a time is booked on a
Google calendar to prevent overlaps. Board members are encouraged to check the
calendar before dropping in to avoid overlapping.



Standard Toronto COVID-19 signage is prominently displayed. This includes instructions
to not enter if sick/exposed to COVID-19 and instructions to wear a mask.
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Food and drink shall only be consumed with others outdoors.



Only one person at a time shall operate in the Booth or other restricted areas, and noone else shall enter that restricted area until the following day.



Our safety procedures are the same regardless of whether or not individuals have been
vaccinated against COVID-19.



Every visitor will sign-in and out on the Contact Tracing sheet prominently displayed at
the box-office counter immediately opposite the door (see Appendix I – Village Players
Sign-in Sheet).



The Sign-in Sheet asks every visitor to contact Village Players if they test positive for
COVID.

How we’re ensuring volunteers know how to keep themselves safe from exposure
to COVID-19


The current approved version of the Safety Plan will be made available on the Village
Players website and at the lobby front desk.



The Board Member organising any work involving in volunteers is required to inform
those volunteers of our procedures and to stress to them that participation is voluntary.



Key procedures are summarized on the Sign-in sheet, and COVID signage is posted on
the front doors and in the lobby, washrooms and other areas deemed sensitive.

How we’re screening for COVID-19


Before letting volunteers into the building, a Board Member will ask each volunteer to
answer the questions from the Toronto COVID Screening Tool.



Each visitor, including building maintenance let in by the landlord, will be asked to sign
in including confirming that they meet all the criteria of the Toronto COVID Screening
Tool.

How we’re controlling the risk of transmission in our theatre
Physical distancing and separation


We are requiring physical distancing where practical along with wearing masks (except
performers on stage or volunteers working in complete isolation).



We are only permitting one person at a time to operate in the Booth or other restricted
spaces.
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We are banning eating and drinking with other volunteers on the premises

Cleaning


We are requiring that the organizer of each event clean up and sanitize surfaces at the
end of the day

Other


More detail is provided in the body of the Safety Plan

What we will do if there is a potential case, or suspected exposure to, COVID-19
at our theatre


We are tracking who enters the theatre and when so we can perform contact tracing



We are asking anyone who comes to the theatre or who has been in it to stay away if
they feel ill, to isolate per City guidelines and to get tested.



We are asking anyone who has been in the theatre who tests positive to contact the
Village Players Board, who will ask for relevant details and will contact everyone else
who has been in the theatre to inform them someone has tested positive, and
recommend they isolate and get tested.



The Board will not disclose who has tested positive unless we have the consent of the
individual.



Board members will advise anyone working in the theatre that there has been a positive
case, will propose changes to plans they seek advisable, and will encourage volunteers
who no longer feel comfortable to withdraw or suggest alternate arrangements.



The Board COVID Coordinator will report a possible outbreak to Toronto Public Health
when the City’s criteria have been met (two cases in fourteen days).

How we’re managing any new risks caused by the changes made to the way we
operate our organization


We discuss COVID status and planning at every monthly board meeting



We encourage volunteers to suggest other areas where our practices may fall short.

How we’re making sure our plan is working


We discuss COVID status and planning at every monthly board meeting



We encourage volunteers to suggest other areas where our practices may fall short.
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Appendix I – Village Players Sign-in Sheet
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Appendix II Toronto Screening Tool
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Appendix III Toronto COVID Decision Flowchart
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Appendix IV Version History
Version

Description

Author

Date

1.0

Initial procedures for managing volunteers in the
theatre. Approved at November 2020 Board Meeting
and documented in the minutes (not this template).

Bill Hammond
Jen Monteith

Nov 9,
2020

1.01

First draft for review by Anne/Bridget/Theresa of new
version that will adopt correct Ontario Template,
initiated as want to bring in actor volunteers for
rehearsal now once again permitted.

Bill Hammond

Mar 15,
2021

Bill Hammond

Mar 19,
2021

Bill Hammond

Mar 22,
2021

New procedures:
o No communal food or drink inside
o One person only in Booth or similar small areas
o Infection reporting
Not yet addressed:
o Snapshot summary sections pending
agreement on details
o Update of sign-in sheet to use Toronto
Screening Tool (instead of Ontario Screening
Tool) pending review for any other updates
1.02

Updates per review with Anne/Bridget, including:
o e-mail feedback
o clarification to handling of a positive case
o clarification to mask policy
o clarification to how long booth must be clear
before a new person enters it
o removal of anything relating only to re-opening
o switch to Toronto screening tool
o completion of snapshot summary

2.00

Approved by Anne Harper, Bridget Jankowski and
Theresa Arneaud for the Village Players Board, with
addition of physical distancing and “vaccination
changes nothing” to snapshot procedures.
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